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Let us consider a rigid hody suhject to a general spatial load. The hody 
is supported by a six-force system along given influence lines. Some geo
nlf'trical situations of supporting forces are known not to permit equilihrium. 

Any modern hook on statics mentions such more or less speciaJ situations 
as examples. but as a general method, numerical analysis using availahle 
cquations of equilibrium is recommended ([I], [2], [3], [4], [5], (7)). 

The present paper proycs only fiYe special situations of the six influence 
lines to exist. where there is no possihility of equilihrium. These situations 
can he exactly defined. The folIo'wings are a priori yalid for a six-force system, 
hecause then there is zero load on the rigid hody . 

. Yecessary and sufficient conditions ;f the p<ossibilit)· of equilibrium m 
a general six-force system: 

1. there are not two of the influence lines such as to he collinear: 
2. there arc not three of them. if lying in one plane, to intersect in 

onc point: 
one point or lie in the same plane; 3. no four of them intersect in 

.1-. no five of them intersecting 
or run parallel to a plane: ~ 

a straight do intersect another straight 

5. no six of them intersect a straight or run parallel to a plane. 
}\.B. The parallel 8traights are regarded as intersecting at a point in 

infinity . 
. -is a proof. let us consider a general force system with a force F 0 and 

a moment Mo . Let us ha\'e six influence lines with unit vectors fi and position 
vectors ri' 

}\ow the monlf'nt vector of a unit vector is 

as shown III Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1 
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Six forces act along the influence lines 

where the values of scalars Fi are unkno·wn. If tllC' whole system F 0' ::\-10' 
Fi is in equilihrium, then: 

o. 
o. 

These six lineal' equations contain six unknowns: F l , F z . .... F G• Or III a 
detailed form, we hayc 

r f1 fe:· f60( , r F -1- ,- Fox , 0 
I - 1 

I 

I 

I 
j~\, J ~\. f6V F~ P rn I 
j~z j~~ fil': F; F o': I 

I 
i7l Jo: i7l"X nlBo: F.! I Jloo: 

I 71l 1y 7n2:: 7nG:! F~ I JIo,\' 
L nil: 7n 2: 1116: .-I FG ....l L 1'1:1"0: ....l 

This system of linear equations has a solution only if it is not a singular one. 
i.e. the columns (01' the rows) of the coefficient matrix are linearly dependent. 

Let us in'vestigate the fiYe possihle cases of linear combinations of the 
six columns. Eyery case corresponds to a special (undesirahle) geometrical 
situation of the influence lines. 

Case 1: one force equals the product of another force hy a scalar: 

.. 
I.:! . 

Thus, the two influence lines, i.e. the tiro forces are collinear. 
Case 2: one force is a linear comhination of two other forces: 

11 a . f 2 ..l.. b . f j • 

m 1 = a . m 2 + b . Ill j • 

Two forces and their resultant are known to lie in one plane and to intersect 
each other in one point. (The parallels are intersecting in one point as well.) 

Case 3: one force is a linear combination of three other forces: 

fl = a . £2 ..L b . £3 c· 11 . 
illl = a . ill2 - b . m3 c· m!. 

Resultant of any two forces is a force (not a wrench) because these 
forces and the third one haye a force resultant equivalent to the fourth one. 
It means any two forces are crossing each other. Hence all the four are lying 
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in the same plane or all the four are crossing at the same point (may be at 
a point in infinity). 

Case 4: One force is a linear combination of four other forces 

c . f1 + d . f5 , 

Now, let us consider the principle of zero yirtual work. The force system 
acts on an absolutely rigid body. The rigid body could make six independent 
motions: three axial displacements and three rotations. If during one of the 
motions the work of the balancing force system is zero then no equilibrium 
is possible since some work is done by the actiYe forces during any of the 
six motions. If a force system does some work during any motion then it 
hinders that motion; if it does zero work then it allows it. One among the 
forces allows fiYe motions. 

Let us consider these fiYe forces. If one of the fiYe forces is a linear 
combination of the four other ones, then the fiYe forces hinder only four 
motion components, thus they allow two free motions. 

(a) Two axial displacements are allowed by the fiYe forces if they are 
parallel to two planes, that is, all of th(;m run parallel to the line of inter
section of these planes (see case 2!); 

(b) two rotations are allowed by the fiye forces if all of them intersect 
tleo different straights; 

( c) one axial di splacement and one rotation are allowed by the fiYe 
forces if all of them intersect one straight and run parallel to one plane. 

Case 5: one force is a linear combination of five otbers: 

c· nIl + d· ms e • m G • 

Now, only five motion components are hindered lw the six forces and 
one motion is allowed: 

(a) one rotation is allowed by the six forces if all of them intersect one 
straight; 

(h) one axial displacement is allowed hy the six forces if all of them 
run parallel to one plane. The above theorem has been expounded in detail 
in [6]. 

Summary 

The paper demon5trates the necessary and sufficient condition;;; of the possibility of 
equilibrium in a six-force system: 

(1) there are not two of the influence lines being collincar: 
(2) there are not three of them, if lying: in one plane, to intersect in one point: 
(3) no four of them intersect in one point (or lie in the same plane): 
(4) no five of them intersecting a straight do intersect another straight (or run parallel 

to a plane): 
(5) no six of them intersect a straight (or run parallel to a plane). 
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